Ambitious learners who are creative enterprising contributors, healthy, confident individuals and knowledgeable principled citizens.











Mathematics and Numeracy
Create a Mexican party within a specific budget of £100—
compare prices for various number of guests and compare
prices of food from various supermarkets.
Compare the population of various places in Mexico and
record in a graph.
Weigh ingredients of Mexican recipes.
Analyse flight timetables to Mexico.

Humanities
Locate Mexico on a map and include its
main cities/towns/landmarks/rivers etc.
Create a fact file about Mexico.
Record the physical and human features of
Mexico and compare with Wales.
Gather information about the
Aztec/Inca/Mayan.

Language and Literacy
 Create a persuasive pamphlet to visit Mexico.
 Read and follow instructions to make any Mexican recipe
 Gather relevant information from various sources
 Create a celebratory card.
 An advert to advertise a Mexican festival/food/dance
 A report comparing Christmas in Wales and Christmas in
Mexico.
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Understand the formation of particles within solid, liquid
and gas.



Reversible and irreversible changes.



Water cycle.



Investigations into the rate of evaporation and
solidification.
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Expressive Arts
Evaluate pictures of Dia de las Muertos and
create masks for Day of the Dead—3D.
Design a Mexican costume for a party/carnival.
Create a playlist of Mexican music.
Listen and evaluate the music of fiesta mariachi
(tempo/rhythm/beat).
Study and create a hieroglyphic Mayan
alphabet.
Study portraits and the feelings within
portraits by Frida Kahlo.

Science and Technology


Important Information
Send your child to school
promptly aiming for 100%
attendance.
Read with your child every day
and sign the reading record.
If you wish to discuss any
matter, please contact the
school on 01492 640342.



Write instructions for a recipe that contains a chemical
change.

Health and Well-being
 Make a healthy Mexican food e e guacamole/pan
de muertos.
Discuss different festivals and feelings about
them e e Day of the Dead.
 Create a choreography for a Mexican dance e g
Mariachi/ranchera.
 Circuit training /Joe Wicks/Yoga.

